Members of the MIT community are running the 2014 Boston Marathon in memory of MIT Police Officer Sean Collier.

SAMUEL SHAMES
IS RUNNING AND
HAS PLEDGED TO RAISE $4,000
BY JUNE 1, 2014

IN SUPPORT OF THE
Sean A. Collier Memorial Fund

Gifts to this fund will be used to establish a Collier Medal—to be awarded to individuals who demonstrate the values and character of Officer Collier—as well as other causes. (3621900)
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GIVING TO MIT
CONTRIBUTION FORM
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Class Year

Address

Preferred Email

$

☐ Enclosed is my check . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (payable to MIT)
☐ Charge my credit card . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (VISA, MasterCard, or AmEx)

Account Number

Expiration Date

MSSHA

MIT ANNUAL FUND - DONOR RECOGNITION

Each year, MIT alumni, parents, students, and friends make thousands of gifts to MIT affecting every facet of Institute life. The MIT Annual Fund is the collective tally of these gifts throughout the fiscal year.

Individual donors to MIT will appear in the Annual Fund’s yearly participation rosters at https://giving.mit.edu/recognition/. Donors qualifying for one or both of MIT’s annual giving societies may also appear in a paper annual report (William Barton Rogers Society) and online member listings (1861 Circle)

1861 Circle
A loyalty society honoring MIT alumni, parents, and friends who give faithfully to MIT year in and year out. Members have gifts in each of the 5 fiscal years up to and including the current fiscal year. Learn more at http://giving.mit.edu/1861circle/.

William Barton Rogers Society
A fellowship of the Institute’s annual leadership donors. Members are recognized at 6 annual giving levels starting at $1,000 ($500 for alumni 5 - 9 years out; $250 for alumni 1 - 4 years out). Learn more at http://giving.mit.edu/wbrs/.